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Current international migration is a complex phenomenon: on one hand,
tightly linked to the world's integration trends and, on the other, it
expresses the inclusion and exclusion processes proper of a global

society in such context international migration in Latin America and the
Caribbean has changed in its flows intensity and orientation. Until the mid part
of the XX century, the region experiences an intense immigration from
European countries that coincided with the internal migratory movements and
with the inter-regional trans-border migration. The long economic growth that
was extended from the posterior phase of the Second World War, at least since
the beginning of 1950 and until the mid 70's, stimulated the inter-regional
population exchanges and kept the traditional attraction by some migration
generator countries from the other side of the sea. The exhaustion of the
substitution industrialization model, the subsequent economic crisis and the
adoption of the neoliberal economic model set limits to this trend. The called
"lost decade", even when it did not altered noticeably the exchanges among
countries of the region, reversed the extra-regional migration dynamic and
promoted the migration towards some other regions.

The 1980 decade was then an inflection point in the migration scenario of
Latin America and the Caribbean. Emigration to developed countries,
particularly the United States, became since then in the most relevant social
phenomenon for some Latin American countries. Emigration towards the
United States is the most important migratory flow of the countries of the
region in the last two decades. Many countries that until then appeared as
destination points, experienced marked descents of immigration. The United
States has turned into the recipient of an important part of world migration, and
into the privileged destination of a large part of the region's emigration. To the
long history of Mexican and Caribbean emigrations - particularly Cuban and
Puerto Rican -, towards the United States, in the last decades the Central
American and South American are added. From the decade of 1980, with the
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economic crisis and the later processes of economic restructuring, the migratory
flows not only were intensified, but they acquired new features, as for the
essentially urban origin, the enlargement of the regions of origin and the
sociodemographic characteristics of the migrants.

In this context, the migration of Latin people towards the United States is a
more and more increasing and complex phenomenon. The Hispanic population
in the United States reached in 2000, 35.2 millions, which is equivalent to 12.5
percent of the whole of the population of the above mentioned country. The
Latin or Hispanic population is the ethnic group that grows faster. It is believed
that in the year 2010, the Hispanic community will be the largest minority of the
country.

In 2050, the fourth part of the population of the United States will be Latin.
The Mexicans represent 20.9 millions, this is, 59.3 per cent of such population,
and they are the largest minority followed by the category of "other Hispanics",
not identifiable in the Census, with 15.7 per cent, and that of Puerto Rican, with
9.7 per cent, and very distant of other Latin groups.

 To a great extent, the unusual growth of the Hispanic population, and
particularly of the Mexican one, answers to the recent impact of the migration
towards the United States. According to the US Census Bureau, two of every
five Hispanics born out of the United States and residents in the country
migrated in the course of last decade. On this matter, it is important to mention,
also, that 40 per cent of the above mentioned Hispanic population was born
abroad, but what more attracts attention is that 46 per cent of the above
mentioned sub-group migrated to the United States during the decade of 1990.

Migration is essentially for working reasons, but, in a way, the labour offer
for the immigrants is not a direct competence in the spaces that the native
workers occupy. Immigrants usually are located in the inferior and superior
extremes of labour, depending on the qualification levels or human capital.
However, some internal factors: social, cultural and ideological, bring an
uncertain social and labour scenario for migrants, principally those who have low
educational levels. The labour model of the United States is usually praised, but
also highly censured since, on one hand, it exhibits relatively low levels of
unemployment, but on the other hand it maintains a wide deregulation and a great
salary inequity. Internally, the United States is a decadent society. The
principles, ideals and beliefs that originally gave sense and continuity to the
country's project have lost strength before the deterioration of the life condition
determined by the same current economic model. The present social context of
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the American is marked by the uncertainty derived from the labour precarization,
social inequity and growing poverty. The new labour market will demand a
change in the educational profile of the workers. Education of the working force
constitutes one of the international competitively determinants, which leads to
the reduction of the traditional workers and laborers. In this sense, unemployment
does not affect equally the different social groups since the afro-Americans,
followed by the Hispanics are the two more affected groups. The Mexican and
Central American population have the lower education level among all the
immigrants.

In a certain way, ascending social mobility, the substratum that gave sense,
certainty and trustfulness to the American social model is losing strength. The
social ascent has come to a stagnation point for an important part of the native
and immigrant population. The generation of low quality employments and the
polarization of incomes have increased poverty in the United States.

The average salary in the United States has deteriorated. The result of this
is the impoverishment of many families. Poverty affects mainly the African-
American, followed by the Hispanic groups, with levels that almost threefold
those of the white people. In particular, migrants are the most vulnerable. In this
matter, and due to the economic and social circumstances that are gestating in
the United States, it is probable that the real possibilities about income security
and the migrants' social ascent worsen even more in the medium and long term.

In this issue,  Papeles de POBLACIÓN incorporates four thematic sections with
various articles developed by specialists on subjects of notorious academic
actuality, relevant for their contents and approaches, timely for the decision
taking in the public management spheres.

The central section includes two works on the social integration and labour
insertion condition of Hispanic migrants in the United States. The first article is
by Silvia Giorguli Saucedo, professor-researcher of the Demographic, Urban
and Environmental Studies Center of the El Colegio de Mexico, and José
Itzigsohn, professor from Brown University, on social integration of Latin
migrants in the United States, from the gender differences and participation in
transnational practices.

The second work is by Elaine Levine, professor-researcher from the
Research Centre on North America of the National Autonomous University of
Mexico, on emigration of Mexican workers and their incorporation to the labour
market in the United States, form the conditions derived from both labour
markets and allow explaining why low salaried employments in the United States
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are so attractive for the Mexican migrants, besides of analyzing the performance
of the Mexicans and other Latinos who have just arrived to the North American
labor market.

The following section is formed by three articles, the one by Fernando
Alberto Cortés, professor-researcher of the Sociologic Studies Centre of El
Colegio de Mexico, who, from the Mario Bunge's signification theory investigates
in the methodological roots and the reaches of the social exclusion concept, he
incorporates a comparative analysis of the cultural and social marginality and the
"social exclusion" notion, he establishes a certain conceptual parallelism and
finishes suggesting the convenience that the social scientist from Latin America
use the concept "economic marginality" instead of the one of "social exclusion".
The following work is by Jaime Ornelas Delgado, professor-researcher from the
Faculty of Economy of the Autonomous University of Puebla, on the
inconsistencies of the poverty combat policies in Mexico in the context of the
neoliberal economic model and the social policy followed by the latest governments.

Finally, the work by Adrián González Romo, professor-researcher of El
Colegio de Tlaxcala, Julio Boltvinik Kalinka, researcher from the Sociologic
Studies Center of El Colegio de Mexico, and other authors, analyzes the impact
of the Progresa/Oportunidades program over the poverty conditions in four
indigenous municipalities of the Sierra Norte of Puebla.

The third section is about the urban indigenous population and the impact of
migration in the construction of the subjectivity among migrant indigenous
women. The first work is from Héctor Hiram Hernández Bringas, Ana María
Chávez Galindo, Coordinator of Liaison with the University Superior Council
and professor-researcher from the Regional Centre of Multidisciplinary
Researches of the UNAM, René Flores Arenales, independent consulter, and
Gabriela Ponce Sernicharo, professor of the Metropolitan Autonomous University
Azcapotzalco, on the life conditions of the indigenous population in the Metropolitan
Zone of Valle de Mexico.

The second article, by Elizabeth Maier, researcher from El Colegio de la
Frontera Norte, analyzes the construction processes of the feminine subjectivity
among migrant women in Baja California, Mexico. The last section includes the
work by Elvio Accinelly, professor-researcher from the Metropolitan Autonomous
University and Juan Gabriel Brida, researcher from the University Libre de
Bolzano, the article is about the application in the growth measurement of an
improved version of the Ramsey model and the analysis of the relation between
optimum economic growth and population growth, and finally, the article by
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Ignez H. O. Perpetúo and Laura Rodríguez Wong, both researchers from the
Federal University of Minas Gerais, on the trend of fecundity towards a
replacement rate and the fecundity control programs and policies in Brazil.
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